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Contemplate and come to know the history of humanity, held in your heart and in the deepest
spiritual records of the planet.

As from that point, child, you will know where you should not walk and where your feet and your
heart should indeed walk.

Throughout human evolution, beings became lost in the eagerness for a power that made them feel
greater than God Himself. Your heart must not be in this illusion.

Your path is to unite with God and discover that you are not only similar to Him, but a living part of
Him. And this is built through humility, through the emptying and the constant yielding and
surrender of self.

Throughout human evolution, the beings became lost by competing with one another, believing that
to grow was to be better than the rest, to defeat them and submit them to their own personal mental,
physical, emotional and even inner power. Your heart must not be on this path.

Just as you are a part of the Divine Consciousness, so is every being on this Earth. The Creator is an
infinite totality that, to be complete, needs the presence of each one of His children. This is why
your path is to serve, with the giving of self, with love, with example and with your life so that your
fellow being may reach God, develop their purest virtues and achieve redemption.

Throughout human evolution, beings became lost, child, because they lost their values, became
confused and transformed into the opposite of the true virtues that humanity should express.

To return to the sacred and to what is true, you must now break the barriers inside and out of
yourself so that you may discover the true meaning of your existence and the true mission of your
soul.

To evolve, walk upon the pathway of surrender, meekness, of the pure joy of seeing the evolution of
your brothers and sisters, of the sharing of the consecrated Bread, which makes all creatures living
parts of the Mystical Body of Christ.

You have My blessing for this.

The Most Chaste Saint Joseph


